Atopic dermatitis (AD) continues to be a stigmatizing disease that has a negative impact on the quality of life of patients and their families. Despite increasing knowledge about the disease, its prevalence has been increasing in the last few decades. There has been a significant growth in the number of questionnaires used in the evaluation of quality of life in AD. Consequently, the numbers of clinical trials addressing the topic have also increased. This review will summarize the recent research on AD. The objective of this review is to discuss the contribution of the different instruments used to evaluate quality of life of AD patients, in order that the necessary multidisciplinary approach is instituted routinely in the different health services around the world.

The holistic evaluation of patients has been highlighted by many authors from a wide variety of locations. There is a growing number of studies that address the importance of evaluating the patient as a whole. From this holistic point of view, depending on the degree of skin involvement, atopic dermatitis (AD) can be a severely stigmatizing disease, often involving complex personal and social factors that cause patients profound dissatisfaction with their lives. The families of these patients are often deeply involved, not only emotionally, but also physically and financially.

There is growing literary evidence in the form of questionnaires that measure quality of life. They are created with the purpose of measuring the subjective aspects surrounding these diseases and are aimed at the patients and their families.

AD is characterized as a chronic and inflammatory disease. It affects all age groups but is most common in childhood. In 85% of cases, children have symptoms in early childhood, and 50% of them have symptoms in the first year of their life; 45% of children with AD present early respiratory symptoms at 5 years of age [1,2]. Only 16.8% of the patients present symptoms after adolescence [3,4]. Developmental studies have shown that the earlier the onset of clinical manifestations, the more lasting the effects of the disease will be.

AD’s prevalence has increased in the last four decades, especially in industrialized countries. Even though the reason for this increase is not fully established, it is believed that environmental factors, such as pollution, exposure to allergens and infections are involved [5]. In addition, genetic factors, immunological, dietary antigens, defects in the skin barrier and many others are thought to be at play. A family history of atopy is a risk factor for the development of atopic diseases. It is estimated that if both parents are allergic, the chance of their children having allergic reactions is approximately 70% [6]. It is often associated with other atopic diseases such as allergic rhinitis and bronchial asthma. That fact reinforces the genetic basis of AD. These are individuals who have a predisposition to excessive synthesis of IgE for specific
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antigens, especially those that are inhaled [7–9]. Therefore, AD is called a multifactorial disease [10]. Changes in the skin barrier allow the passage of allergens, including aeroallergens that will sensitize the patient and lead to the development of respiratory allergies [11].

The diagnosis of AD is clinical once there are no more specific exams for its diagnosis. Total IgE and specific IgE in general are raised. Prick test is usually positive mainly for aeroallergens; however, these results may present in patients with respiratory allergy only. Therefore, it is generally established by morphology and the typical distribution of the lesions, due to chronic and relapsing character, the presence of itching, and the personal and family history of positive atopy. The Hanifin and Rajka criteria are still used to aid clinical diagnosis of the disease [12].

AD: social & therapeutic aspects

Due to its chronic and relapsing character, AD requires large financial investments, at governmental personal and familial levels [13]. The financial investment required for the treatment of an AD patient is extremely high and families cannot always maintain such high costs. The financial issues include the fact that children often cannot leave their homes, due to the severity of lesions, thus causing frequent school absence. Sleepless nights are also a factor for poor school performance, because children are encumbered by intense itching. With adults the situation is no different; it might at times be worse and can promote absence from work, loss of employment opportunities and interference in social relations.

The treatment of AD includes a number of general measures such as skin hydration, rapid baths, moisturizing soaps and use of light color and cotton clothes. Controlling the environment of the patient with AD is extremely important, especially in the bedroom. Steps such as the lining the patient’s mattress and pillows with an impermeable liner, cleaning the house with a damp cloth, and removing rugs or any object that promotes the accumulation of dust, care with stored clothing, reducing the patient’s exposure to aeroallergens are all important sensitizing agents. Drug treatment will depend on the stage of the lesions, severity and extent of symptoms, as well as the presence or absence of secondary infections.

Quality of life: the importance of health

In recent decades the scientific community has become interested in the concept of quality of life (QoL) [14]. QoL constitutes one of the main objectives to be reached all over the world and this fact has been promoting the growth of clinical trials. The measures of QoL have countless applications: evaluation of psychosocial aspects, clinical trials, population studies, economic analysis and so on, which all seek to guarantee better QoL [14].

The objective of clinical trials is to promote, develop and evaluate the effectiveness of new treatments and new therapeutic interventions for different diseases. Actually, these studies have used QoL as an important measure in the patient’s overall evaluation. The perception that the individual has of the disease and the interference caused to their life has been taken into greater consideration. In addition to the individual’s perception of their health and the cultural context of which they are part, another fundamental factor is their response to treatment, since graduate clinical improvement is part of the QoL study [15,16]. Therefore, with the aging population and the growing number of chronic diseases, the objective is to have a greater focus on improving QoL [14].

In the 1960s, QoL acquired a more subjective aspect and changed the way people perceived their lives. The impact that the disease caused in their daily lives started to be prioritized for the individual’s treatment. The concept of QoL has been evolving over time and its use has increased in various fields used to assess the living conditions of human beings.

The WHO was fundamental in stimulating this change of interpretation. In 1995, the WHO defined QoL as “The perception of their position in life in the context of the culture and value systems in which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and concerns”[17].

The use of instruments for measuring QoL has increased in health services; the practices developed in these services are increasingly adopted by professionals who work with patients with various diseases [18]. With the growing employment of such instruments in the research of new treatment methods and also in the prevention of diseases, the need of standardization of these methods appeared. The concept of QoL started to be used more in healthcare.

With the need to unite the concept of QoL in the context of health, a term was created relating QoL and health. The health-related QoL (HRQOL) brings an analysis of the disease and the cause of the therapeutic evolution in the lifestyle of the patient, in his well-being and psychological balance [19]. Measurement of HRQOL involves quantifying the effects of the disease on the individual and measuring whether the treatment is actually being effective. The concept of QoL encompasses the involvement and the perception of the individual being assessed. In addition to the areas usually covered (physical, psychological, social and functional), it is recommended to include individual perceptions as religiosity, personal beliefs, and so forth, that should also be incorporated into the concept of health [20].
Especially in developed countries, the measurement of HRQOL has increasingly advanced, stimulating the creation of instruments that measure this quality. Chronic diseases have become the major target for the development of such questionnaires, because they promote, in general, negative impact on the lives of patients and their families [21,22].

It is observed that the possibility of the use of QoL as a measure of clinical significance of therapeutic results has been motivating the development of countless studies of new instruments that could measure this quality [23,24].

The QoL questionnaires allow a better evaluation of the impact of the disease, and of the treatment in the daily life of the patients. They can be generic or specific [25–27]. The generic questionnaires are applied in any population, not specifically assessing the impact that a particular disease can cause the population studied. On the other hand, the specific questionnaires are directly related to the disease being studied, as well as the specific population [28]. They evaluate a specific condition and they provide larger capacity of detecting improvement or deterioration of the aspect under investigation [27]. The disadvantage of the specific instruments is that they do not allow the comparison of distinct diseases. However, it can provide important information from a clinical viewpoint [25,28].

Dermatological diseases have been responsible for the preparation of large quantities of QoL questionnaires. It is likely that this fact occurs because the skin is a large and visible organ, therefore depending on the type of injury and the degree of cutaneous involvement it is responsible for elevated emotional impact.

The QoL questionnaires specifically aimed at children have also grown in literature. Depending on the kind or age group of the questionnaire, it can be filled out by the child or by the child’s guardian. The cartoon versions are becoming increasingly popular.

**QoL in AD**

The assessment of QoL in AD is important because it is a disease with a high prevalence in the world population, which generates a lot of investment for its control. It is a disease that, due to the intense itching, promotes insomnia, irritability and discomfort. The care with baths, skin hydration and clothes, often requires dedication. The patient’s social life is usually quite affected at school and professional levels, with routine absences and low productivity. The relationship with friends and coworkers is also impaired, as well as holidays and physical activities [29].

Emotional and sexual relationships are compromised due to the appearance of the skin. Usually there is no drop in the quality of life of sexual partners, but patients report that the appearance of eczema in some situations ends up being an impacting factor [30].

The physical, psychological and psychosocial aspects are significantly affected in AD, both with regard to the patient and their family [28]. These aspects are present in adults and children [28]. In some cases, the physical overlap the others [30]. However, mental health and emotional affects are often greater than the actual physical affects, especially in patients who have a severe form of the disease [31–33]. Other dimensions are also highlighted, such as the cognitive and functional impairment, and behavioral cases [34]. These changes are reflected in the QoL of these individuals [35]. Often patients have severe depression due to the skin lesions [36]. The negative impact of the disease within the patient’s family is notorious; at times being on the physical, social and emotional level [37]. The family’s distress is highest when there is a child with AD. There are restrictions to the social life due to increased work, time and energy devoted to the special needs of a child with eczema, which can lead to exhaustion, sadness and depression [29,38]. A physical and mental health change of mothers caring for children with AD has already been addressed in the literature, as well as the correlation between disease severity and QoL of the family [39,40]. The same way that the child’s QoL is affected by the way family relates to the disease, QoL of the family is affected by the disease of the child, especially when it comes to severe cases [34,41].

The orientation and education of atopic patients, combined with psychological treatment of the patients and relatives, are important measures to reduce the negative impact of AD on the QoL as a whole [29]. Listening to the patient and observing the perception that he and his family have of the disease, could also help in choosing the most appropriate therapy, improving doctor–patient relationship and consequently the QoL of people involved [42].

The clinical trials that measured the gravity of the AD did not address the effects on QoL [43]. The interest in this subject has increased over the years, so that today we already have several recognized research publications addressing this concern.

The use of questionnaires measuring QoL, through a predetermined score, has a quantifiable objective of determining the intensity of impairment caused by the disease in these individuals [44]. The regular use of these questionnaires in patient assessments has been suggested by several authors [45–47].

**QoL measurement in AD: the questionnaires**

Currently, there are numerous surveys in the literature that measure QoL for all kinds of illness. The generic questionnaires that are more commonly used for the evaluation of HRQOL are: NHP (Nottingham Health Profile), SF-36 (36 Items Short Form Health Survey) and SIP (Sickness Impact Profile) [48–51].
One of the generic instruments designed for use in dermatitis in general, most used in AD, is The Children’s Dermatology Quality Life Index (CDLQI) [52,53]. It is applied in children and teenagers from 5 to 16 years of age. It should be answered by the patient, where possible, but can also be answered by the patient’s guardians. It is composed of ten subjects and six domains relating to the week preceding the interview. The appraised domains are: symptoms and feelings, leisure, school/vacations, personal relationships, rest and treatment. This questionnaire is of English origin. It was validated in the UK and culturally adapted for use in Portuguese (Portuguese as spoken in Brazil) [56]. Recently, the CDLQI was also validated in Brazil [54].

Among the specific questionnaires, the Dermatitis Family Impact Questionnaire (DFI) is one of the most used in the literature [55]. The DFI is a questionnaire of English origin. It was validated in the UK and subsequently translated and culturally adapted for use in Portuguese (Portuguese as spoken in Brazil) [56]. This questionnaire was expanded to be answered by the child’s guardians. The objective is to measure the impact of the disease within the context of the family. It is composed of ten questions, all relating to the week prior to the completion of the questionnaire.

These two questionnaires, CDLQI and DFI, have been frequently used in studies of QoL in patients with AD and their families. This is attributed to the easy applicability and to the reliable assessment of the proposed domains [33,57,58].

Regarding the CDLQI questionnaire, the most negatively affected domains are generally those related to symptoms and feelings, itch, sleep disturbance, interference with leisure, personal relationships, school or vacation. The psychosocial aspects are compromised in most cases [59,60].

Studies with the DFI questionnaire show significant impact of the disease on family expenses, tiredness or even exhaustion of parents, as well as family relationships and the quality of sleep and leisure [53,56,61].

A questionnaire used for adults with AD is the Quality of Life Index for Atopic Dermatitis (QoLIAD). It is considered easy to apply and to answer. It contains 25 questions [62–64]. The instrument was developed based on the needs-based model of QoL and was produced in several different countries simultaneously [62]. The initial version of the measure was produced in UK English and translations were produced for The Netherlands, Italy, Germany, France and the USA using a dual translation panel methodology [62].

The Infants Dermatitis Quality of Life Index (IDQOL) is a specific questionnaire. It was designed for use in infants with AD under the age of 4 years, which has been used regularly for the evaluation of the QoL of patients with this disease. It approaches the following aspects: sleep alterations, humor, difficulties in participating in recreational activities or family life, feeling uncomfortable during bathing, dressing and meals. It is answered by the patients’ guardians [65]. In a recent paper, Amaral et al. studied the QoL of children and adolescents with AD and the impact of the disease on their families [66]. It used the CDLQI and DFI questionnaires to evaluate QoL, as well as the clinical and socioeconomic variables evaluation. It confirms that this work also showed higher prevalence in females, as is the case in other literary texts [42,67,68]. However, the worst scores (13–30 points) were obtained in males (52.9%), which differed from other articles cited in the literature (Figure 1) [60].

In addition to these data, the descriptive analysis of the sociodemographic variables related to the CDLQI questionnaire showed that there was a significant relationship between gender and the CDLQI (p = 0.020) and that the worst scores were found in high-income social classes (52.9%; p = 0.019). With regards to the DFI scores on the questionnaire, 30% of parents interviewed were classified into the range of moderate impact on the QoL and 44% in the range that represents the high impact on the QoL, totaling 74% of parents who responded to the questionnaire [66]. These percentages reflect the negative impact of the disease on family life (Figure 2).

There was a significant correlation between the scores of the CDLQI and DFI questionnaires (spearman’s rank correlation coefficient τ = 0.635; p = 0.0001; n = 50). This correlation shows that the higher the score from the CDLQI, the higher is the expected value of the score of the DFI [66]. The conclusion is that the childhood eczema affects the children and their families’ QoL. This result is similar to other authors [58,69–71].

Most recently, an international multicenter study with children from six countries representing three continents was described in the literature. The authors included 419 children with AD and their parents. The aim of the study was to compare the impact of AD on children and their families in different countries. They used two questionnaires: IDQoL and DFI and the conclusion is that these two questionnaires reflect the negative impact that the disease promotes in the interviewed individual’s life [72].

Another instrument that has been mentioned in the literature for the children’s and the adolescents’ evaluation with medical conditions is the Disabkids RA topic Dermatitis Module. It has 12 items answered using a Likert scale, with two versions: self-report (child’s version) and proxy version (parent’s version) [73].

In general, the literature shows that the use of several questionnaires provides important information...
regarding the effects of AD on the lives of patients and their families and demonstrates the usefulness of these measures in routine clinical management of these individuals.

**Strategies to improve QoL in AD**

It is observed that the patient’s life and their family members can be affected in many ways due to the presence of a skin disease, including AD, especially in serious presentation of the condition, which can be stigmatizing. The QoL of the patient and those around him or her has shown worse results when including all of the requirements for the self control of the disease. In some situations, the involvement of the patient with AD can match the effect caused by a systemic disease [74,75].

The use of instruments that measure QoL becomes an effective tool in the evaluation of intervention programs and the need for more research on the social, emotional and behavioral parameters [28].

The routine use of the questionnaires allows a comparison among the scores in different moments of the individual’s life. The research performed that use the questionnaires for evaluation of the QoL patients with AD show a correlation of the gravity of the disease with the worst scores. When clinical control occurs, the scores are lower reflecting a better moment of the individual’s life. Therefore the routine application of the questionnaires in different stages of the disease and in different consultations has contributed to the patient’s daily life. It has been an important partnership in the evaluation of the answer to the treatment and of the QoL [76]. It is possible that these instruments work long term as a demonstration of QoL, allowing the assisting professionals’ quicker intervention in the moment the score is higher.

The patient’s clinical evolution with AD has been the object of many authors’ study and what is of paramount importance of the education is the understanding and the patient’s participation in the whole process of his disease. The education should be integrated into the treatment [77,78].

The practice of hydration is a differential in the control of AD, if there is improvement of skin dryness, there is improvement of pruritus [79].

The quality and the best knowledge of the topical and systemic medications have been giving many patients the opportunity to control their symptoms, avoiding further deterioration.

The psychological follow up is mainly necessary in the moderate and severe forms of the disease where pruritus, scratching and problems with sleep are intensive [80]. In the moderate and the severe forms, the disease is stigmatizing and the social reclusion is quite common.
The increasing use of QoL questionnaires has provided statistical data that prove the negative impact that the atopic dermatitis disease has on a patient’s life as well as in their family. Therefore, an evaluation of the QoL is recommended in daily practice through the use of questionnaires and the development of an education program on the disease. The routine use of the QoL questionnaires will give the data to draw the attention of the authorities and maybe even bring about governmental measures to facilitate the patient’s access to care and the purchase of medicines.
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